
















































In this lecture supersymmetric minisuperspace models of any Bianchi
type within class A of the classication of Ellis and McCallum are con-
sidered. The algebra of the supersymmetry generators, the Lorentz gen-
erators, the dieomorphism generators and the Hamiltonian generator is
determined explicitely and found to close. Dierent from earlier work it is
established that physical states, which are annihilated by all these genera-
tors, exist in all sectors of these models with xed even fermion number. A
state in the 4-fermion sector of the Bianchi type IX model is considered as a
specic example, which satises the `no-boundary' condition of Hartle and
Hawking. The conclusion is that supersymmetric minisuperspace models
have a much richer manifold of physical states than had been recognized
before.
While minisuperspace models have long served as a useful laboratory for new
ideas in quantum gravity, it was only rather recently that also the quantum the-
ory of supersymmetric minisuperspace models has attracted a broad interest (see
e.g. [1]-[13]) . It was found [4] that supersymmetric versions have special ex-
plicit analytical solutions in the empty and lled fermion sectors which can be
interpreted as wormhole states [6] (and with a dierent homogeneity condition
for the gravitino, as Hartle-Hawking no-boundary states [13]). However, even
more recently it has been shown by a simple scaling argument, that the spe-
cial solutions found in the minisuperspace models have no direct counterpart in
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4-dimensional supergravity, because there states in the empty (and also in the
lled) sector cannot exist [14] . In this light another result found some time
ago [5] and independently conrmed by several authors [6, 7, 8, 9] appears very
puzzling: namely that the solutions in the empty and lled fermion sectors are
the only physical states satisfying all constraints for all supersymmetric minisu-
perspace models of Bianchi type in class A [15] (without matter-coupling and
with the exception, with a certain operator ordering [8, 9], of Bianchi type I). For
anisotropic supersymmetric minisuperspace models with a non-vanishing cosmo-
logical constant [10, 11, 12] it even is reported in the literature that no physical
states exist, at all. Taken together these results imply that the physical states
found in the minisuperspace models have no counterpart in the full theory, and
vice-versa, which would render supersymmetric minisuperspace models useless as
models of full supergravity, contrary to the situation in pure gravity. So, why
this lecture?
Because there is a paradox: How can the supersymmetricmodels be more con-
strained than the corresponding models in pure gravity, even though supergravity
certainly has more physical degrees of freedom than gravity, not less (namely, in
full supergravity, per space-point there are two additional physical degrees of
freedom of the gravitino, which corresponds to two additional degrees of freedom
in the minisuperspace models).
The work [19] discussed in this lecture has the purpose to clarify these issues
for the supersymmetric models of Bianchi type within class A of the classica-
tion of Ellis and McCallum [15], restricting ourselves to the case of a vanishing
cosmological constant.
The starting point is the Lagrangean of N = 1 supergravity given in [16].
We adopt all spinor conventions given there and shall also make free use of the
excellent account of the Hamiltonian form of N = 1 supergravity in the metric
representation given in [17] . In the metric representation, which we shall use, the




indices p = 1; 2; 3 from the middle of the alphabet and Lorentz indices a =









(with spinor index  = 1; 2; _ = 1; 2) of the Rarita-
Schwinger eld. The e
p
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homogeneity 3-surfaces in the symmetric basis of 1-forms !
p
, satisfying in Bianchi





















denotes the components of the Levi-Civita tensor and








. The constant symmetric matrix
m
pq
is xed by the chosen Bianchi type [18]. It is invariant and transforms as
a tensor under all coordinate changes from one symmetric basis to another one.











are functions of time
only.
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respectively. The Poisson brackets must be replaced
by Dirac brackets due to the appearance and subsequent elimination of second
































































































































































































































, which is resolved
by adopting the ordering as written in eq. (3) [20]. Now a somewhat lengthy cal-








with any operator is determined by its changes under innitesimal Lorentz















































































































is here dened by the anticommutator (8). We checked that it






























are the essential new results which will turn out to be cru-










are Grassmann-odd operators whose explicit
form we shall not need. Eqs. (7)-(10) demonstrate explicitely that the algebra of
the generators closes, and thereby conrm the assumption made in earlier work
on the same minisuperspace models.
The physical states of these models are given by all the states which are
















. The Lorentz generators
automatically annihilate all states which are Lorentz scalars. Therefore, it is







; their annihilation by H
 _
is then automatically guaranteed by the
generator algebra. The form of the constraint operators guarantees that physical






, which must be an even
number in Lorentz-invariant states and ranges from 0 to 6 in the present models.
The physical states in the sectors F = 0 and F = 6 are easily obtained, and



























reproducing a well known result [4]-[9].
In order to show that there exist physical states in the 2-fermion sector as

















f 6= 0, where f is a function of the h
pq








Lorentz scalar. Therefore 	
2
automatically satises the Lorentz constraints and
the
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f = 0 (13)





































= 0. Then it is seen






















consists only of the bosonic terms of H
 _




is brought to the right and then equated to zero. Any solution
of this Wheeler-DeWitt equation, which may be specied further by imposing
boundary conditions, determines a solution in the 2-fermion sector via eq. (12),
with a denite dependence on the fermionic variables. It should be noted that
the norm of 	
2




in eq. (12) and the fact that
S





. However, including the necessary gauge-xing condition





below) will not vanish.





















6= 0 automatically satises the Lorentz constraints and the S

-constraint.




constraint. A calculation similar to the one leading










consists of those terms of H
 _




to the left and then equated to zero. Eq. (16) is slightly dierent from that
obeyed by the amplitude in the 2-fermion sector, but the degree of generality of
the solution is the same.
Our results dier from earlier work on the supersymmetric Bianchi models
in class A [5]-[9] which concluded that physical states in the 2- and 4-fermion
sectors do not exist. In fact the ansatz made there was overly restrictive and did
not include all the Lorentz invariants contained in the states (12) and (15).
What about the relation to full supergravity? Provided the algebra of the local
generators of the constraints still has a form like eqs. (7)-(10) physical states still










over all points of the space-like 3-surface, thus leading to states with
innite fermion number. Such states have recently been discussed in [14]. The
new physical states discussed in the present paper are the direct minisuperspace
analogues of such states in full supergravity; even though, due to the reduction to
minisuperspace the fermion number is, of course, nite. The new states display
the same richness of gravitational dynamical behavior as the Bianchi models
in pure gravity. In this respect they dier qualitatively from the earlier found
states in the empty and the full fermion sectors, which are highly symmetric
and do not describe the very rich dynamical behavior of the Bianchi models
in the classical limit. The new physical states described here span an innite-
dimensional Hilbert space just as the states of the Bianchi models of pure gravity.
Just how this Hilbert space ought to be constructed remains one of the interesting
open questions.
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Before ending let us consider a specic example, namely the case of Bianchi
type IX. There the metric h
pq
can be parametrized by the Euler angles '; #; 
contained in a rotation matrix 
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g = 0 turn out to be automatically satised if g is independent of
















































































































This equation is of exactly the same form as given in ref. [4]. Even though
g = exp( V =h) solves eq. (18) exactly [4], this solution is not permitted here,
because it would fail to satisfy the condition 	
4
6= 0. Remarkably, however,
another equally simple exact solution of eq. (18) exists without this defect. It is




























As has been discussed elsewhere (see e.g. the last reference [4]), this state satises
the requirements of a Hartle-Hawking `no-boundary' state. In Bianchi type IX







such a state, up til now,
was mysteriously absent [6] which led to the proposal to modify the homogeneity
condition for the Rarita-Schwinger eld [13]. It is therefore very interesting and
gratifying to see now such a state appear among the new states (15) without any
modication in the homogeneity condition.
In summary this work demonstrates that anisotropic supersymmetric minisu-
perspace models have a much richer manifold of physical states than had been
recognized up to now with clear correspondences with states both in minisuper-
space models of pure gravity and in full supergravity.
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